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SCHOLARSHIP

GOVERNANCE

Turning a
new page
Annie Belanger set to begin as
dean of university libraries in June

Student senators,
GV university
leaders discuss
university budget,
financial aid

BY DREW SCHERTZER
DSCHERTZER@LANTHORN.COM

BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM
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Cost for running
the university
18% paid by state

Learning
about funding
Frederik Meijer Office
of Fellowships hosts
informational workshops

MONEY: Scott Richardson speaks at
student senate, gvl | Mackenzie bush

Representatives from several dif
ferent departments at Grand Valley
State University attended student
senates general assembly meeting
Thursday, Jan. 26, to discuss univer
sity finances, among other issues.
With speakers from the University
Relations Division, the Division of In
clusion and Equity, University Bud
gets and human resources, student
senators questioned the university
leaders’ roles and asked what kind of
academic, cultural and social services
are being offered to students.
Matt McLogan, the vice president
for university relations, spoke to the
student senators about his role, say
ing how his responsibility for state and
federal government relations, media
relations and advertising is to act as a
benefit for community outreach.
“Grand Valley is one of 1,500
university campuses in the state,
and a portion of our budget is ap
propriated by the legislature,”
McLogan said. “When I was your
age and in college in the last cen
tury, the state paid about 75 percent
of the costs operating most major
universities. Tuition was 25 percent.
“When I came to work here in
the late 19fl0s, that had changed
from about two-thirds, one-third.
The state was paying two-thirds. Stu
dents were paying one-third.”
Discussing how the state now pays
18 percent of the costs for running the
university, with students paying 82
percent, Mdx>gan said the legislature
has very deliberately shifted the costs
of running a university onto the tax-

PASSPORT: Vanesha Blackburn (left)
and Alita Reneau. COURTESY I GVSU.EDU

A NEW FACE: Annie Belanger poses for a photo. Belanger, a Canadian native, was selected as the new
dean for GVSU's university libraries and will start her new role in June 2017. COURTESY | ANNIE BELANGER

BY DYLAN GROSSER
DGROSSER@LANTHORN.COM

he search for a new
dean of university
libraries, following
the retirement of Lee
Van Orsdel, has concluded
with the selection of Annie
Belanger, current associate
university librarian at the
University of Waterloo.
The Grand Valley State
University Office of the Pro
vost selected Belanger from a
pool of other qualified candi
dates. Belanger said this was
the only dean position she
applied for, and she also said
GVSU is a well-renowned,
even famous, university be
cause of its student-focused
library programming.
“It certainly feels (like) an
exciting honor and a chal
lenge that I look forward to
take on,” Bdanger said.
Belanger has worked for
libraries in governmental, aca

demic and public settings and
in the corporate field as well.
She has worked for Deloitte
Touche, OpenText, the House
of Commerce in Canada, the
government of New Brunswick
and the University of Waterloo.
Jeffrey Daniels, who is
currently serving as interim
co-dean of university librar
ies at GVSU, said the library
staff is excited for the energy
and expertise Belanger will
bring to her new position.
“While we’ve been so suc
cessful over the past five to 10
years, we really think she’s the
candidate who will come in
and challenge us to extend that
success,” Daniels said
Belanger will assume the
full position of dean Monday,
June 5, after she finishes her se
mester at the University of Wa
terloo in her current position.
Daniels, who also served on the
search committee for the new
dean, said there is little prepara
tory work to do before Belanger

arrives at GVSU because of her
“polished” resume with regard
to her work in library settings.
Daniels said Belanger will “hit
the ground running.”
“Belanger is the type of
librarian (like Van Orsdel),”
Daniels said. “She’s got it.
Her experience, the way she
likes to do things, resonat
ed with the culture that we
have in place here.”
Belanger is from Canada
but did attend Rochester
High School in Michigan in
her junior and senior years.
She said this is her first time
living in West Michigan, and
she is currently looking for
houses and schools around
GVSU. She said it’s different
but a “bit like coming home.”
“There are some differ
ences (between Canada and
the U.S.), but I think that the
culture and the friendliness of

82% paid by students

_______
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A fellowship is a competitive schol
arship for underprivileged or very
intelligent students. They can help
students get internships, study abroad
and do many other things that may
have been impossible otherwise.
To explain more about how fel
lowships work and how to get one,
Lauren Presutti, a graduate assistant
in the Frederik Meijer Office of Fel
lowships (FMOF), and Stephanie
Elizondo, a CSAL graduate intern at
FMOF, hosted a workshop Thursday,
Jan. 26. The event, “Back to Basics:
What and Where are Fellowships?”
took place in the Grand Valley State
University’s Kirkhof Center from
1 p.m. to 2 p.m. During this time,
Presutti and Elizondo explained the
essential information of how to get
fellowships and why they matter.
Presutti thinks fellowships are
important and can assist students in
their professional careers.
“These opportunities we pro
vide undoubtedly work toward
students’ professional and per
sonal development,” Presutti said.
“A lot of students that haven’t been
outside the state can now go study
abroad or internship out of state.”
Fellowships
are
available
through many different government
agencies, and the staff at FMOF can
help students with their essays and
letters of recommendation. From
there, students have a chance to win
scholarships and pursue a dream
they maybe couldn’t before.
For example, one GVSU student
who was the recipient of the Benjamin
A. Gilman International Scholarship,
Vanesha Blackburn, was able to go to
Ghana because of the money she re
ceived. It was the first time Blackburn
had ever flown in a plane, and during
the trip, she was able to connect with
her heritage and her ancestors’ past.
Elizondo is a strong proponent
of fellowships and helping stu
dents like Blackburn.
“Students have so much to offer
the world,” Elizondo said. “With the
scholarship, students can enhance
their skills and learn pro skills, open
ing the door to opportunities they
would otherwise not have.”
Each month, a new workshop will
SEE CAREER I A2

ACCOLADES

GV faculty, staff members earn
SAFE, Laker of the Year awards
Jonathan White, Ashley Schulte to be honored at Presidents’ Ball
BY KYLE DOYLE
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

Every generation has heroes, pub
lic figures who step out into the lime
light and fight for change and inspire
people to be the best they can be.
It can be easy to forget even
big-time heroes started small. And
those small-time heroes are the
people who impact others on a
personal level. The winners of the
Laker of the Year Award and the
Student Award for Faculty Excel
lence (SAFE) at Grand Valley State
University are both people who, in
their students’ eyes, fill those shoes.

This year’s recipient of the SAFE
award, Jonathan White, professor
of interdisciplinary studies in the
Frederik Meijer Honors College,
and Laker of the Year Award winner,
Ashley Schulte, victim advocate in
GVSU’s Women’s Center, will be pre
sented with their awards at the Presi
dents’ Ball Friday, Feb. 3.
Both White and Schulte were
nominated by students who thought
they showed efforts that went above
and beyond expectations and con
tributed greatly to students, faculty,
staff and the campus as a whole.
"(Schulte is) extremely pas
sionate, which I think is a big

driving force behind all of her
actions,” said Malayna Hasmanis,
student senate vice president for
educational affairs, who nomi
nated Schulte for the award. “She’s
very dedicated, very steadfast. She
goes above and beyond for oth
ers and she’s very selfless, which
speaks a lot. She bends over back
wards for students in every way."
Hasmanis has known Schulte
since her sophomore year and has
worked with her on several events
for the It’s on Us campaign. Has
manis knew Schulte would be the
SEE AWARDS I A3

RECOGNIZED: Ashley Schulte (left) and Jonathan White (right) earned awards for
their work gvl /courtesy | Mackenzie bush, gvsu university communications
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ARTS AT NOON CONCERT SERIES TO PRESENT
ALMAVA TRIO
In continuation of the Arts at Noon concert series,
the Almava trio will perform Wednesday, Feb. 1, from 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt Center. The trio con
sists of violinist Miki-Sophia Cloud, pianist Sookkyung
Cho and violist Jia Kim.
The concert series will last through April with
the remaining performances occurring on different
Wednesdays throughout the semester. The next per
formance will be Wednesday, Feb. 22, featuring the
Hildegard Singers. Each concert is free and open to the
public and will feature a different group of performers.
For more information about the Arts at Noon concert
series, visit gvsu.edu/artsatnoon.

the people will make that a
fairly easy transition,” Be
langer said.
One of the first actions
Belanger said she plans to
do as dean will be to have a
dialogue with library staff.
Daniels said Belanger plans to
meet with all 69 professional
staff members at the library
individually. She said her pri

mary objective in her first few
months will be “learning.”
“I really want to honor
the strength of the faculty
within the library and honor
the strength of the campus,”
Belanger said
Belanger said what at
tracted her to the Mary Idema
Pew Library Learning and In
formation Commons was not
only the vision of Van Orsdel
but also the student service ap
proach and the peer-learning

support the library has. She
said she wished to honor the
culture at the library by lead
ing it into its next level.
“For me its about leading
that next evolution, not about a
revolution,” Belanger said.
The type of dean Be
langer said she wants to be
is a good and effective lead
er who balances empathy
with strategic needs.
“I want to be known as a
good partner, as someone who

helps to synthesize needs and
ideas across different partners
for some collaborative ap
proaches that we can (use to)
help support the mission of the
campus,” Belanger said.
The announcement of the
new dean comes after two
associate deans were recruit
ed to other universities in
Michigan and in California.
Daniels said Belanger will
fill the vacancies once she
assumes the role of dean.

TWO NEW PROVOST CANDIDATES TO BE INTER
VIEWED
Two new candidates will be interviewed for the
position of provost and executive vice president for
academic and student affairs after one of the original
candidates withdrew from consideration.
The two new candidates are James E. Hinterlong,
special assistant to the provost at Virginia
Commonwealth University, and Ian R. Davidson, dean
of the College of Science and Engineering at Central
Michigan University.
Hinterlong will give a public presentation and Q&A
session Tuesday, Jan. 31, at 2 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center
Pere Marquette Room and will be available for an open
meeting Wednesday, Feb. 1, at 10:30 a.m. in the DeVos
Center Regency Room.
Davidson will give his public presentation and Q&A
session Monday, Feb. 6, at 2 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center
Pere Marquette Room and will be available for an open
meeting Tuesday, Feb. 7, at 10:30 a.m. in the DeVos
Center Regency Room.

OSU PROFESSOR TO GIVE TALK ON CIVIL RIGHTS
UNDER TRUMP ADMINISTRATION
Hasan Kwame Jeffries, associate professor of history
at Ohio State University, will give a lecture entitled
"Remaking History: The Civil Rights Movement and the
Age of Trump” at the Cook-DeWitt Center Thursday,
Feb. 2, at 4 p.m.
In his lecture, Jeffries will focus on potential pitfalls
and promises that have come with grassroots activism,
addressing issues such as racial and economic inequal
ity, as well as the Civil Rights Movement during the
presidency of Donald Trump.

‘UNNATURAL CAUSES’ DOCUMENTARY SERIES TO
BE SHOWp IN KIRKHOF CENTER
Part of the documentary series “Unnatural Causes”
will be shown in the Grand Valley State University
Kirkhof Center Thursday, Feb. 2, at 6 p.m. The docu
mentary examines the effects that social factors like
race, socioeconomic standing, geography and gender
have on health and health care in the United States as it
attempts to answer the age-old question, "Is inequality
making us sick?"
The series includes seven short documentaries that
will be played throughout February until the series is
complete. After each viewing, there will be an instruc
tor-led discussion on the contents and the application
of items brought up in the documentary.

EVENT TO HIGHLIGHT ENVIRONMENT-BASED JOBS
The Grand Valley State University Career Center
and Geography and Sustainable Planning will partner
to host "21st-century Jobs in Geospatial Technology,
Environment and Sustainable Planning” Thursday, Feb.
2, from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni House. The
event will feature GVSU graduates who will talk about
their experiences working in these fields.
The event is free and open to the public. Food and
beverages will be served.
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MONEY TALKS: GVSU student senators and university representatives from various department discuss university finances at the student
senate general assembly Thursday, Jan. 26. Participants talked about the increasing cost of college and student aid. GVL I MACKENZIE BUSH
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payers in the last 30 years.
McLogan also said, regard
ing the complaints about high
tuition, coupled with the low
state appropriation and the
high financial aid, there are a
multitude of scholarships and
grants that can combat the
costs of higher education.
“State budget is about now
a $9 billion affair,” he said.
“When I began this job 30
years ago, the state was put
ting about a billion-and-ahalf into higher (education)
and one billion into correc
tions. Today, corrections is
at two billion, and university
operations are at $ 1.2 billion.”
Other speakers included
Scott Richardson, associate
vice president for human re
sources, and Jeff Musser, as
sistant vice president for uni
versity budgets, who focused
their talk on the university
finances and budgets.
Relando
ThompkinsJones, the social justice edu
cator of the Division of Inclu
sion and Equity, also spoke

about micro-aggressions and
representing everyone and
all identities on campus at
the general assembly.
Ella Fritzemeier, the
student senate president,
said the purpose of having
university leaders speak at
the general assembly was
to give the student senators
the chance to question their
end goal for helping stu
dents be academically and
financially comfortable.
Brian na Pannell, who is part
of the student senate diversity
affairs committee, questioned
McLogan about financial aid.
“(Students)
have
over
$20,(XX) in student loans, and
they don’t (know) what they
are going to study yet,” she said.
“Do you think that it is a strong
possibility that Michigan could
have a freeze on tuition incre
ments, or is (that) just a no?”
In response to Pannell’s
question, McLogan said the
university works very hard
to make lower tuition a pri
ority. There has also been
an increase, McLogan said,
of about 40 percent in the
institutional financial aidincluding grants—available

WEB TEAM
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At the Lanthom, we strive to bring you the most accurate news possible If we make
a mistake, we want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthom. let
us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editoriakalanthom.com

take place. This months
workshop covered the basics
of what FMOF does, while
next months will be about
professional skills, such as
how to write a personal state
ment, Elizondo said.
Elizondo and Presutti decid
ed with the number of students
who come in for advising every
day, the workshops would be a
way to reach out to many stu
dents at once. At the Back to
Basics workshop, Presutti and
Elizondo showed a PowerPoint
presentation offering tips and
displaying what FMOF can do
for students. They talked about

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is published twice-weekly by Grand Valley State
University students 62 times a year One copy of this newspaper is available
free of charge to any member of the Grand Valley Community. For additional
copies, at $1 each, please contact our business offices.
INMIllllllllllfMlINMIllMIIIIMIIIIIfllllMIIIIIMIIIIItlllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllll
The Lanthorn is published on recycled paper and is printed with soy bean ink.
This means that our newspaper is entirely compostable. Help us do our part to
be kind to the environment by recycling or composting this newspaper after
you enjoy reading it.
POSTMASTER:
Please send form 3579 to:

Grand Valley Lanthom
0051 Kirkhof Center
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, Ml 49401

when students can come in or
how to make appointments
and how to fill out applications.
Presutti said she helped de
velop the workshops to expand
the scope of her office and to
make the step of coming into
the office less intimidating.
Presutti wants students to feel
comfortable in the process so
they can have an opportunity
to access the scholarships.
“We want students to dis
cover a new career or a new
passion,” Presutti said. “Even if
it is a research internship over
the summer, AmeriCorps or
Teach for America.”
GO TO:
http://blt.ly/2kldblS
FOR MORE INFORMA TION

for GVSU students in the
last four to five years.
“The challenge of compar
ing us to other institutions
that have more state money
is that they have more money

to do that with than we do,”
he said. “We do the best we
can with what we have.”
GO TO:
http://bit.ly/2eHLw3r
FOR MORE INFORMATION

CLUES ACROSS
I. Baseball team
5. Hymns
II. Actor Jared
12. Fragrance
16.__Von Bismarck,
Iron Chancellor
17. Nordic God
18. Weighed down
19. Coppola's mob epic
24. Nanogram
25. Famed street artist
26. Identifier
27. 23rd letter of the Greek
alphabet
28. In addition
29. Micturated
30. Shock
31. Accept
33. Allotment
34. Eras

ANSWERS PG. 10
38. Emerges
39. Cape Verde capital
40. __, United Arab Emirates
capital
43. Small amount
44. Back of the foot
45. Pakrit language
49. Home of “60 Minutes”
50. Condemn
51. Ailed
53. Elevated railroad
54. Rebelliousness
56. Ancient Greek city
58. Clothing company (abbr.)
59. Member of the cabbage family
60. Softens or smooths
63. Mass of coagulated liquid
64. Problems
65. Irish Republic

CLUES DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dress
Deadly
Says aloud
PT Anderson film “__Nights”
Teacher (abbr.)
Anesthetized
Anno Domini (in the year of
Our Lord)
8.__and behold
9. French young women (abbr.)
10. Scorch
13. Notre Dame
14. Express disapproval
15. Cars need these
20 Not off
21. Unit of mass
22. You
23. Concealed
27. Parent-teacher organizations
29. Approximately 3.14159
30. Chinese conception of poetry
31. Satisfaction
32. College degree

33. Formerly Ceylon:__Lanka
34. Effeminate
35. Something to solve
36. Horses like these
37. Intelligence organization
38. Blood type
40. Exhibition
41. Poisonous plant
42. Aluminum
44. Possesses
45. Penetrate with a sharp
instrument
46. Ring-shaped objects
47. Speaks at church
48. Form in the mind
50. Selectors
51. Probability of default
52. 2001 Spielberg film
54. Where to get a sandwich
55. Newts
57. Modus operandi
61. Exists
62. Politico-economic union
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Making an impact
role models for them.
Students are expected to
spend a minimum of four
hours per month with their
mentees, and they are encour
aged to mentor whenever they
want and however they want.
Some students spend time
with their mentees by taking
them out to eat, while others
attend their paired kids’ sport
ing events. Still others go to the
park or shop at the mall. All
bonding sessions are done on
their own time and at the con

BY TYLEE BUSH
TBUSHCcuLANTHORN.COM

I he Grand Valley State Uni
versity Pals Student Mentors
organization is dedicated to
making an impact on the lives
of at-risk youth in the greater
Grand Rapids area by partner
ing disadvantaged kids, ages
four to six, with GVSU stu
dents, or “pals.” These GVSU
students are encouraged to
mentor the children with
whom they’re paired and to be

venience of the students and
the children’s families.
Additionally, GVSU Pals
provides the students and chil
dren with one free event to at
tend together every month.
I hese events include free bowl
ing, music lessons, sporting
events and many others.
For example, in Novem
ber, 2016, GVSU Pals held
a Thanksgiving dinner with
traditional
home-cooked
food for mentors and men
tees to enjoy together. Kids

were then sent home with
the leftovers to share with
their families. Next month,
students and mentees will
be offered some free bounce
time at Sky Zone Trampoline
Park. The organization is run
on donations and fundraisers,
which makes these free events
possible for students and kids.
“Students at Grand Val
ley should get involved with
this program because of how
rewarding it is,” said Mariah
Modson, president of GVSU

SPREADING THE WORD: The GVSU Pals Student Mentors organization poses for a photo at Campus Life Night in Parking Lot H Tuesday.
Sept. 6, 2016. GVSU Pals currently has about 143 student volunteers who mentor at-risk youths in Grand Rapids. COURTESY | GVSU PALS
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GV Pals organization
lets students mentor
youth in Grand Rapids

Pals. “No matter the age,
every one of them loves the
experiences they get out of
the program. It is honestly
so fun, definitely one of the
best decisions I have made
here at Grand Valley.”
Beyond their time invested
with the kids, GVSU students
who volunteer as Pals mentors
are also expected to attend a
monthly general assembly and
occasional training sessions.
At these meetings, all mem
bers of the GVSU Pals organi
zation get together, and vari
ous guest speakers from the
area come in to talk about the
importance of mentoring kids.
Aaron Robert and Lelah
Davis are both public rela
tions coordinators for GVSU
Pals. Ihey began as volun
teer mentors, and now they
additionally collaborate on
various approaches to best
promote the organization and
increase student involvement.
Aaron Robert enjoys his
position in the Pals organi
zation, as well as his role on
the executive board.
“(Volunteering for Pals
is) not a big commitment
but makes a really big im
pact,” Robert said. “Just be
ing there for the duration of
a year with one kid is huge.”
Davis is also grateful to be
involved with GVSU Pals. She
was looking for ways to get
involved at GVSU and within
the Grand Rapids community,
so she took on the role of being
a Pals mentor to two kids her
sophomore year of college.
“It changes every kid in a
different way, but you can defi
nitely see the benefits of it, and
it’s the most amazing feeling,”
Davis said. “I can’t imagine not
being involved in (Pals).”
GVSU Pals is a unique
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volunteer opportunity for stu
dents, given that it has the po
tential to extend beyond a stu
dent’s college career. Students
aren’t limited to mentoring
their kids strictly during their
time at GVSU. Instead, they
are both welcomed and en
couraged to remain involved
in their mentees’ lives well be
yond graduation.
“You continue your re
lationship with (the kids)
for however long you want
through your college career,
and then generally you stay in
contact with them after you
graduate,” Davis said.
Currently, there are about
143 GVSU students volunteer
ing with Pals, and the organiza
tion is always looking for more
volunteers to keep up with the
increasing number of kids in
volved. Students from all de
partments are encouraged to
join because, no matter their
degree, volunteering with Pals
enables students to give back
to their community and make
a lasting impact on a child’s life.
Families are allowed to en
roll their children with Pals at
any time throughout the year,
so GVSU students who would
like to become mentors have
the option of open enrollment
as well. Pals is always accept
ing applications online, so
students do not have to wait
for the beginning of a semes
ter or the start of a new aca
demic year to apply.
The application process
to become a Pals mentor can
be found at the organization’s
website at www.gvsupals.com/,
and the online application is
followed up by a background
check and interview. After
that, students are immediately
paired with a child and encour
aged to begin mentoring them.
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Exploring the world of music
Musicians, civilians to unite for panel discussion
BY EVA PERRON
EPERRONtdbL A N THORN. COM

Renowned musicians, as
well as musical professors
and directors, will unite to in
troduce Grand Valley .State
University’s first Musicians
and Citizens panel discussion
Wednesday, Feb. 1, from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. in Room 1200 of the
Performing Arts Center.
The event, which is being
put on by the GVSU depart
ment of music and dance,
will include a brief musical
introduction followed by a
panel discussion focusing on
the many roles of music in
contemporary society.
“Does music matter?” said
Sookkyung Cho, assistant pro
fessor of piano at GVSU. “Does
music matter to musicians
only? How does it affect the
listener? What do we, the mu
sician and the audience, get out
of musical performance?”
Although Cho will not be
performing herself, she will
be guiding the audience in a
multi-faceted conversation to
address and attempt to answer
these and other questions.

AWARDS
CONTINUED FROM A1

perfect candidate for the
award and was happy she
was chosen.
Schulte graduated from
GVSU with a bachelor of
arts in public and nonprofit
administration and a mas
ter of education in college
student affairs leadership.
In her current role as the
victim advocate in GVSU’s
Women’s Center, Schulte is
trying to promote positive
change across campus.
After a student came by
and told her she had been
nominated for the Laker of
the Year Award, Schulte said
she nearly forgot about it be
cause of how busy she was

A panel discussion about
the relationship between mu
sic-making and music interpre
tation will begin shortly after
an introductory performance
of the Scherzo movement of
Mendelssohn’s Piano Trio No. 1
in D minor, Op. 49. Ihe panel
ists and audience members will
then have the opportunity to
discuss issues such as why indi
viduals pursue expertise within
the music field and dedicate
their entire lives to its cause.
When faced with such a
broad idea, participants are
encouraged to voice their opin
ions on the impact of music.
“In what ways is music
meaningful?” Cho said, a
question that can be answered
in a myriad of ways depend
ing on who is asked. After de
cades of time and patience put
into mastering a certain skill,
musicians are reaching out to
listeners with the hope of dis
covering what they think.
“We are opening up the dis
cussion for all of the audience
to participate,” Cho said. “It will
be a time for all of us to learn.”
Ihe artists on the panel
will also discuss the ways
music has allowed them to

bring change to the world
as a whole. Globally recog
nized cellist, Jia Kim, will
take part in the discussion
and may refer to her work
as the new artistic director
of International Music Ses
sions, a program that gath
ers youths from across the
world to promote cultural
exchange through music.
Another
distinguished
musician, violinist Miki-Sophia Cloud, may be regard
ed for her commitment to
music as an emissary for so
cial change through direct
ing community partnerships
and educational programs.
In today’s diverse popula
tion, music remains a power
ful bridge between different
people and cultures. This is a
concept Cho will discuss, as
well as the idea that music is
a form of power. The main fo
cus of the discussions will be
centered on classical compo
sitions, which may then lead
to dialogue about the social
role this historic art form has
played within all cultures.
“We are trying to bridge the
gap between musicians and
non-musicians,” Cho said.

during that part of the se
mester. A bit later, however,
she got an email saying she
had received the award.
“My first reaction was
‘Oh my god, what an honor,”’
Schulte said. “It’s really ex
citing to feel even the small
est—but also a big—recog
nition for the things you’re
involved with and working
on and trying to make hap
pen on campus.”
White came to GVSU in
1984 and has been a profes
sor, a staff member and a
provost, but he took a fouryear hiatus after the terror
ist attacks of 9/11 when he
went and worked with the
FBI and the Department of
Homeland Security to train
people in anti-terrorism
units. He came back in 2005

because he missed the uni
versity and his students.
When White found out
he had received the SAFE
award, he didn’t even know
he had been nominated. He
said a student contacted him
and told him he had won over
winter break.
“It really means a lot to me
because it’s from the students,”
White said. ‘Tve never had an
award just from the students,
and it’s really special.”
For both White and
Schulte, this award is a
first. Schulte won the 2015
Excellence in Faculty/Staff
Support Award from Fra
ternity and Sorority Life
and the 2016 Outstanding
Team Project Award from
the GVSU AP Awards for
the It’s on Us campaign.

COLLABORATING: Christopher Kantner (flute), Richard Britsch (horn) and Sookkyung Cho (piano)
present "Souvenir du Rigi” in the Fall Arts Celebration Monday, Sept. 21, 2015. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

One goal of the event is to
equip attendees with a better
understanding of the benefits
of music so they can appreciate
it as more than just sounds and

However, this is her first
student award, aside from
the paper plate awards that
hang in her office from the
students she has worked
closely with over the years.
White has earned several
awards for teaching from
GVSU, the Alumni Associa
tion and the Michigan State
University criminal justice
department, as well as from
the FBI, the Department of
Homeland Security and the
Michigan State legislature,
but he said getting an award
from the students is incred
ibly special because he loves
what he does.
“It’s time for me to retire,
and right now, there’s no
way I’m leaving (the) stu
dents,” White said.

symbols on a page. Musicians
and Citizens will give attendees
the opportunity to learn more
about the many ways music
genuinely influences people.

For more information about
Musicians and Citizens visit
www.gvsu.edu/events/musicians-and-citizens/.
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Responding to
executive orders
Students shouldn’t have to worry
about immigration while at school
ecently, President
Donald
Trump
signed executive
orders to restrict
immigration from seven
Muslim-majority
coun
tries for 90 days, suspend
refugee admission for 120
days and prevent all Syrian
refugees from entering the
country indefinitely.
Though this proclama
tion is aimed to impact only
non-U.S. citizens, it has cre
ated a sense of mistrust and
shame all over the world. The
order has been met with both
criticism and encourage
ment throughout the world
due to the extreme measures
that have taken place.
The order is not intended
to affect those who are natu
ralized citizens of the United
States. Rather, it impacts
those who are not citizens,
even if they have green cards
and are legal residents of the
U.S. The seven countries are
Iran, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Soma
lia, Sudan and Yemen.
During the 120 days of
suspension for incoming ref
ugees, Trump said the vetting
process for letting refugees
into the United States will be
tightened and become more
strict. While some people see
this as unnecessary due to
already extreme vetting pro
cesses in place, others see this
as a way to keep people in the
United States safe.
In response to this order,
Grand Valley State Univer
sity President Thomas Haas
sent an email to students,
faculty and staff to assure
students that the university
has their safety and best in
terests at heart, especially
when it (forties to interna-

ter “an environment that
promotes education and re
search at the highest levels.”
We want to applaud Haas
and Schlissel for their will
ingness to stand up for what
they think is right and to de
fend their students. While
in school, no student should
have to worry about their
immigration status. School is
a time for education, learn
ing and expanding students’
depth of knowledge.
Of course, the long-term
consequences of the executive
orders cannot be determined
only a few days alter being
signed. Perhaps this could be
ultimately beneficial for the
safety of U.S. citizens. The or
der, titled “Protecting the Na
tion from Foreign Terrorist
Entry Into the United States,”
stated the purpose was to de
tect “individuals with terror
ist ties and (stop) them from
entering the United States.
Perhaps in no instance was
that more apparent than the
terrorist attacks of September
11,2001.”
But what about the safety
of Syrian refugees being re
fused entry into the United
States? Or green-card hold
ers who unwittingly picked
a bad time to travel out of
the country and now can’t
return? It is unfortunate ex
treme measures had to be
taken, especially since there
is little evidence to suggest
immigrants from the se
lected countries are harmful
in the most part to United
State’s citizens. Additionally,
there is substantial evidence
that points to ISIS targeting
and killing mostly Muslims,
which is why people are flee
ing to othfer places and trying
tijgjLfrwi1 tnd itude^: to findjitfuge^where.
engagement abroad. Haas
It rii .'Up to us to ensure
was not alone with this de that we are creating an en
cision to speak out against vironment where people
the order from Trump.
feel safe continuing their
University of Michigan education. The actions of
President Mark Schlissel these local university ad
also voiced his support for ministrators, including our
international and undocu own Haas, is admirable and
mented immigrant students deserves the attention it is
Saturday, Jan. 28. Schlissel receiving. After all, hate and
refused to release informa discrimination can only go
tion on student immigrants, so far, its time to start look
stating that he wants to fos ing out for each other.
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Living in Trump’s America
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BY KELLY SMITH
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

Well, it’s here. We’re
now officially living in an
America that’s being run by
the controversial political
figure Donald Trump. For
some people, this is great
news because now we have
someone in charge who is
going to “Make America
Great Again.” For others, it’s a
nightmare that seems to have
come trueogamkha!] odds

Either way. Trump is now the

man in charge and we have to
live with it for the next four
years. But does that necessar
ily mean that all hope is lost
for some? Not at all.
I wrote an article back in
November about not being
quick to make any kind of
judgment against Trump be
fore he even took office. After
all, even though his history
has some questionable mo
ments, there really wasn’t any
concrete proofibehind some
of these theories. Will Trump
start a nuclear war? Hope
fully not, although anyone
could. Don’t get me wrong, its
understandable to be a little
cautious with him in charge,
but does anyone really have
any undeniable evidence for
anything like that? Anything
can happen, but it’s simply too
soon to tell at this point.
Not to mention, Trump is
indeed a politician. Am I a fan
of him? Not really, nor was I
fond of Hillary Clinton either.

GV is committed to students regarding
issues of immigration, international study

GVL EDITORIAL BOARD

Good morning. As this is
written, there is much un
certainty revolving around
executive orders issued by
President Trump that affect
international study, travel,
the employment of faculty
from and the enrollment of
students from other nations.
This much is certain: Grand
Valley will continue its long
tradition of study abroad
and welcoming to our
campus students and faculty
from other lands. These
activities enrich our campus
and prepare our graduates
to succeed wherever their
learning takes them. En

Editor-in-chief
Associate editor
News editor
Sports editor
A&E editor
Laker Life editor

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way."

I think Joe really brings
it home on this. Even if you
didn’t vote for Trump, he
still won fair and square. He
may do things during his
presidency that we don’t like
and want to openly voice our
disapproval about, and we have
every right to do so. But rather
than spending all of our time
focused on what he’s doing,
let’s spend some time observ
ing what we’re doing. How
are we, individually and as a
society, making an impact on
the country and the world?
At the end of the day, it
really doesn’t matter who
you voted for in the elec
tion, if you even voted at all.
We’re all still people riding
on this roller coaster we call
life. Only time will tell on the
outcome of Trump’s presi
dency, but let’s not concern
ourselves with that too much.
Instead let’s keep our own ac
tions in perspective and take
life one day at a time.

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT HAAS

sent out by Haas to the
campus Sunday, Jan. 29.
HANNAH LENTZ
JESS HODGE
EMILY DORAN
BEAU TROUTMAN
KATE BRANUM
ASHLYN KORIENEK

But, as controversial as Trump
is, he is still a politician. That
means he’s still more prepared
for the job than someone like
me ever would be, even if I
don’t agree with him. How well
would you do as president?
Now, as I mentioned in
my previous article, former
Eagles guitarist Joe Walsh
gave his thoughts on the
election this past summer.
In a video on the subject, he
said, “I don’t think there’s a
choice for president, and I
don’t think it really matters
who’s president. You know
what matters? Voting, but
not so much for the presi
dent. What matters is voting
for where you live. Who’s
your mayor, who’s your
police chief, who represents
you, your city council, your
judges? That matters." If you
would like to see this video
for yourself, it’s on YouTube
called “Joe Walsh Does Not
Support Trump or Clinton.”

BY THOMAS HAAS
PRESIDENmLANTHORN.COM

Editor's note: The
below text is an email
sent out to Grand Valley
State University students
regarding immigration
issues that may impact
students. The email was

gagement with the world is
a hallmark of Grand Valley
and it has my absolute sup
port; maintaining it is one of
my most important duties as
your president.
Toward that end, I have
directed staff from the
Padnos International Center
to be in touch with students
who may be impacted by the
orders and to provide regu
lar updates as circumstances
may require. I have also
asked the Department of
Human Resources to com
municate with faculty and
staff whose visas or work
permits may be affected. As
further detail and guidance
comes from federal agencies
we will be sure to share it

with those impacted.
We will take every
available step to ensure
that Grand Valley’s com
mitments to students,
faculty, staff, and our
international partners
are fulfilled. I encourage
any member of the Grand
Valley family who is
experiencing an immedi
ate problem to contact
the appropriate office for
assistance -- students at
the Padnos International
Center in Lake Ontario
Hall, faculty and staff
at Human Resources in
Zumberge Hall.
Very respectfully,
T homas J. Haas

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only.

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

VALLEY VOTE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

BLOG

Did you attend or pay
attention to any of the
women’s marches?

Are you going to the
President’s Ball?

Language should evolve as
society does
By Danielle Zukowski

Yes
No

LOG ON & VOTE

71%
29%

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

www.lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com

ARE YOU GOING TO THE PRESIDENT’S BALL?

MAKALA BARNES

BRYAN VANBUREN

‘I’m not because I’m trying to focus more on my
academics this year."

“I’m not, mainly due to the reason that I've never
gone in the past, and I just don’t feel the need to
go now. I’ve heard a lot of good things about it,
but it’s just not for me.’’

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Business
HOMETOWN: Detroit. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Advertising
HOMETOWN: Hudsonville, Michigan

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL

EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

ANA WASSILAK

HANZO JIMENEZ

”1 wasn’t planning on it because I don’t have a
date and I don't have a dress.”

“No I’m not going, just because I don’t really have
money to go to that, and I’ve never really been to
it. I've never really enjoyed that anyways.”

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Biology
HOMETOWN: Grand Rapids. Michigan

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Criminal justice
HOMETOWN: Southgate. Michigan
♦ ♦ ♦ •
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Women’s Center shows ‘Between Allah & Me (and
Everyone Else)’ to encourage gender discussion
BY MEGAN WEBSTER
MWEBSTER(a>L ANTHORN.COM

Cirand Valley State Univer
sity’s Womens Center stayed
true to its feminist ideals by
holding another installment of
its Feminist Film Friday series

with a showing of “Between Al
lah & Me (and Everyone Else)”
Friday, Jan. 27. The showing
was held in collaboration with
Campus Interfaith Resources.
This monthly film se
ries allows individuals to
come together to watch a
film selected by the staff

at the Women’s Center and
have a conversation about
it afterward. The purpose
of the series is to encour
age exploration of different
themes through media and
conversation.
Jessica Jennrich, the di
rector of the Women’s Cen

ter, said these films allow
students to think about gen
der justice in different ways.
“Feminist Film Friday ex
poses students to diverse films
about intersectional gender
justice,” she said. “We hope
that by engaging students
with film we can inspire them

SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVIES: Students gather for Feminist Film Friday, which took place in the Women’s Center Friday, Sept. 30, 2016. The
monthly film series continued with a showing of the film "Between Allah & Me (and Everyone Else)” Friday, Jan. 27. GVL | TY konell

to think about social justice
from different perspectives.”
“Between Allah & Me
(And Everyone Else)” is
a movie about Canadian
Muslim women who face
challenges when they de
cide to start or stop wear
ing a hijab. The film fol
lows the women as they
experience
encounters
with multiple people and
their opinions.
Alii Roman, the assistant
director of the Women’s Cen
ter, explained that this film
allows viewers to explore the
stereotypes of Muslim wom
en in Western society.
“This film allows the en
countering of the stereotype in
particular that Muslim women
are oppressed,” Roman said. “I
have a lot of Muslim women
students who identify as femi
nist and choose to wear a hijab
as their feminist statement.”
Roman also said showing
these films allows for a con
versation about the intersectionality between feminism
and different women.
“This event allows us
to show experiences (that)
maybe
aren’t
necessar
ily heard,” she said. “We
do things here in the Cen
ter with an intersectional-

ity framework. That means,
when we are talking about
feminism or gender justice,
that it’s not just the narra
tive of (mainstream) femi
nism but also the experience
of Muslim women, women
of color, queer women and
trans women. This event
provides space to show these
stories through film.”
The Feminist Film Friday
series has been a tradition
at GVSU since November of
2015 and is open to anyone
who wants to take part in
the conversation. This year,
the Women’s Center has de
cided to hold installments
of the series once a month
in order to keep the conver
sation flowing through the
use of media. The topic of
conversation typically flows
over from Talk Back Tues
day’s event onto Friday.
“Feminist Film Friday
is an idea that follows the
theme of having a certain
day of the week correlate
with an event,” Roman said.
“These events invite stu
dents into the Center and
to have a conversation.”
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/women_cen/
FOR MORE INFORMA TION

-

WRITING

GV student publishes book
BY CHRISTA WRIGHT
NEWS(d>LAN THORN.COM

Recent surveys have
shown 81 percent of Amer
icans think they can write
a book. Of that 81 percent,
only a small fraction of
people actually sit down at
their laptops with an idea
in their head and begin
the process of creating art
with their words. In fact,
that was one of the biggest
problems for Grand Valley
State University student
Adam Jones, author of “In
the Land of God.”
The book is a piece of
literary historical fiction
and was inspired by the Is
raeli-Palestinian conflict. It
takes place during the early
2()th century in a fictional
town called New Canaan
and is centered on a mar
ried couple, Abraham and
Sara, who live on a farm
and have twin sons named
Isaac and Ishmael.
Jones said one main
theme of the book is family
conflict, as well as the de
structive nature of conflict
itself. In fact, a big motif in
the story is fire because fire
can cause massive amounts
of destruction, but it can
also be a way of starting
over: a person can have
a fresh start if they don’t
have anything left.
Another theme of the
novel is trying to escape

one’s problems. The fic
tional town of New Canaan
is set right on the edge of
the Ozarks, as though it
is trying to get out of the
South but doesn’t quite
want to be part of the
North. In fact, Abraham
and Sara move there from
the Northeast to get away
from life in their old town.
The point of this, Jones
said, is to say, “You run so
far trying to get away from
your problems, but you can
never really fully get away.”
When asked which au
thors have been influential
in his writing life, Jones cited
men such as John Steinbeck,
Ernest Hemingway and Ray
mond Carver, all of whom
had some influence on his
book in one way or another.
Jones emphasized the
importance of getting to
the point in writing. He
thinks many contemporary
authors tend to “beat about
the bush” for dramatic ef
fect or simply to add unnec
essary fluff to the story, but
Jones appreciates Heming
way’s style because he gets
to the point and is concise.
For many authors, it’s
very difficult to be just
that: an author. There are a
number of difficulties and
obstacles that prevent most
people from writing. For
Jones, the hardest obstacle
to get over was just sitting
down and starting the book.

“Something like 80 per
cent of people want to write
a novel, but only about 10
percent actually sit down
and do it,” Jones said.
Self-criticism was an
other big obstacle for Jones.
Being able to set aside one’s
inhibitions and just write
what comes into one’s head
is a hard skill to master,
but it’s necessary when it
comes to writing a book.
Then, there was the dif
ficulty of deciding how to
publish the novel. Jones
wrestled with the idea of
going through a traditional
publisher or self-publishing
his own book. In the end, it
came down to one question.
“Do I really want to take
this baby I’ve been work
ing on for three years and
hand it off to someone else
and say, ‘Here you go—do
whatever you want with
it?”’ he said.
In the end, Jones de
cided to opt for self-pub
lishing. The hardest part
of this was getting his book
out to the public.
When asked what impact
he wants his book to have
on those who read it, Jones
said it wasn’t his choice.
“Ultimately, it’s out of
my hands now,” he said.
Jones has resigned him
self to the fact that people
are going to make of it what
they want and will infer
their own meanings from

Adam Jones examines Israeli-Palestinian
conflict with Bible-inspired allegories

SELF-PUBLISHED: Adam Jones holds his book “In the Land of God" Wednesday. Jan. 25. Jones, a GVSU
student, published the book, which was inspired by the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. GVL I CHRISTA WRIGHT

the words he has spent so
long writing.
In closing, Jones shared
some advice for future au
thors: “Don’t be disappoint
ed if it doesn’t turn out how
you planned at first.”
“In the Land of God” is
available to purchase on
Amazon as an e-book or a
paperback.
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ACCIDENT:
The TRIO Townhomes North sign after sustaining damage from a rogue vehicle Saturday, Jan. 28, is
pictured Sunday, Jan. 29. This is the first year that TRIO Townhomes has housed Grand Valley State
University students since opening this year along 48th Avenue
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ARTS AT A GLANCE
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GRAND RAPIDS AND ACTIVISM
In the last five years, society has experienced a
surge in social activism.
Dr. Louis Moore, associate professor of history at
Grand Valley State University will present a lecture
Wednesday, Feb. 1 from noon to 1:15 p.m. in the Mary
Idema Pew Library on the Allendale Campus.
This event, sponsored by the Kutsche Office of
Local History, aims to examine how the national
movement and actions toward social justice impacts
the quality of life in West Michigan. Moore intends to
highlight the origins, evolution and deeper meaning
of activism in today’s political climate.
MUSICIANS AND CITIZENS
The music department at Grand Valley State
University will host “Musicians and Citizens" Wednesday,
Feb. 1 from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Center, Room 1200 on the Allendale Campus.
The program will feature a panel discussion on the expe
rience of music-making and music-listening and the roles it
plays in today’s society. The panelists include current GVSU
music faculty and staff members as well as guests artists,
Jia Kim and Miki-Sophia Cloud. The event will also include a
three-minute musical introduction.
PRESIDENT'S BALL 2017
Break out the formal wear and dancing shoesPresident’s Ball is right around the corner. Laker
Traditions at Grand Valley State University will host the
annual President’s Ball Friday, Feb. 3 at 5 p.m. in the
DeVos Place in downtown Grand Rapids.
The event includes a cocktail hour at 5:30 p.m., dinner
at 6:30 p.m. and dance from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a m. Doors
will officially close at 11 p.m. Dinner and dance tickets are
available to purchase for $30 and dance tickets are $15.
Tickets are held at the 20/20 Desk in the Kirkhof Center on
the Allendale Campus.
GVSU OPERA PRESENTS SWEENY TODD
The Opera Theater department at Grand Valley State
University will present this year’s production "Sweeny
Todd” Saturday, Feb. 4 from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theater at the Performing Arts Center
on the Allendale Campus.
The infamous 19th century tale features an exile
barber seeking vengeance, a failing pie shop and one
stomach-churning, mysterious ingredient. Tickets
are available to purchase at the box office inside the
Performing Arts Center.

Art and Radical series to continue
with artist Beatriz Santiago Munoz
BY CARMEN SMITH
CSMI THlcuLAN THORN. COM

Artist Beatriz Santiago Mu
noz, based in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, will continue “Art and the
Radical,” an art lecture series,
facilitated by the department
of art and design at Grand Val
ley State University. The artist
will discuss her work about
exploring recuperation from
trauma, regeneration, effect
and how our connections to
our past are actively produced,
maintained and refuted.
Santiago Munozs lecture
will be held Wednesday, Feb. 1
at 6:30 p.m. at the Civic Studio
(336 Straight Avenue SW) in
downtown Grand Rapids.
The Art and the Radical
lecture series is comprised of
thought-provoking, world-re
nowned artists who have com
pleted pieces and projects that
challenge the publics imagina
tion with practical, political or
imaginative aspects.
Using her photography,
Santiago Munoz explores dif
ferent spaces, communities
and terrains in an unique and
slow way. Her work stems
from heavy research, obser
vation and documentation,
and her camera is an object
with “social implications.”
According to the GVSU
department of art and design,
Santiago Munoz demonstrates
her concern for the role of the
camera as a linguistic, political
and conceptual frame through
which actions or events are

seen. Santiago Munozs lecture
will be discussing her research,
practices and work itself.
"Her transdisciplinary work
points to and borrows from ex
perimental cinema, documen
tary filmmaking, ethnography
and anthropology, among
other practices and disciplines,”
said Nayda Collazo-Llorens,
Padnos Distinguished Artistin-Residence. “Her work is as
poetic as it is political. I think
we are in for a treat.”
Santiago Munoz will also
be visiting GVSU for the 2017
Whitney Biennial, an exhibi
tion of 63 participants, focus
ing on the formation of the self

and the individuals place in an
upending society. The exhibi
tion is located at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in
New York City and will display
Santiago Munoz’s work from
March 17 to June 11.
Santiago Munozs work
has been displayed all across
the world, including London,
New York City, Mexico City,
Seattle and Chicago. Most of
her pieces explore the differ
ent aspects of politics, nature
and communities.
“The lecture will be full of
intimately engaging images
and videos, new ideas, and
also, things that make you

reflect and think about the
unconscious decisions that
get made in your world- all
of the different ways that you
think about the world are
embedded in her work,” said
Paul Wittenbraker, professor
of 2D foundations and visual
studies at GVSU. “Its so in
teresting to have a visitor that
produces professional con
tent. It’s around all of cultural
aspects like politics, feelings,
social relations, so it’s how
students tie it all together,
how they see a real life ex
ample of the things they’re
trying to learn on their own
and with this university.”

SPACES: Using her original photography and research findings, Santiago-Munoz explores different
spaces, communities and terrains in a unique and gradual way. COURTESY | beatriz santiago-munoz

SOCIAL COMMENTARY

GV Artist-in-Residence creates exhibition exploring media overload
BY KATE BRANUM
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

As technology advances
and media outlets continue to
expand, people in all corners of
the world are bombarded daily
with new information, creating

a large community bound by
rapid-fire consumption.
Artist Nayda CollazoLlorens, Grand Valley State
University’s Stuart and Bar
bara Padnos Distinguished
Artist-in-Residence, has re
cently created “Comfortably

Numb,” an exhibition locat
ed in the GVSU Art Gallery
in the Performing Arts Cen
ter on the Allendale Cam
pus. The exhibition explores
the relationship between
perceptual engagement and
the incessant media over

IMAGES: For the past five years, Collazo-Llorens has been building an arsenal of magazine clippings
and other print examples of visual information in the media, courtesy | nayda COLLAZO-LLORENS

load many individuals seem
to seek and experience.
Comfortably Numb will
be open to the public until
Friday, March 31.
Collazo-Llorens
worked
on this project for five years,
steadily building an arsenal of
magazine clippings and other
print samples. Comfortably
Numb contains over 2,000
framed images, all representing
samples of visual information.
“(Comfortably
Numb)
invites the viewer to reflect
on the complexities of the
mind and the fragmented
manner in which we per
ceive our complex world in
an age that is as much about
data overload and hyper
connectivity as it is about
distancing and dissocia
tion,” Collazo-Llorens said.
Through her disciplinary
practice,
Collazo-Llorens
aims to examine the way in
which individuals perceive
and process information-often dealing with navigation,
hyperconnectivity, memory,
language and noise.
Collazo-Llorens was born
in San Juan, Puerto Rico. She
knew right away she wanted to
become an artist and decided
to pursue an art degree after
she graduated high school. She

received a bachelor of fine arts ferent departments, including)
degree at the Massachusetts art and design, geology, music,
College of Art and Design, fol photography, sociology and
lowed by a masters of fine arts many others.”
degree at New York University.
Now in her last semester,
Throughout the years, her work Collazo-Llorens reflected back
has been reviewed by several on her time at GVSU.
well-known publications, in
“It’s been an enriching ex
cluding The New York Times, perience,” she said. “It’s been a
Artnet, Art Nexus, Art News, pleasure to work and collabo
BOM Blog and Newcity.
rate with the (GVSU) staff,
Collazo-Llo
faculty and stu
rens has been
dents.”
GVSU’s Distin
Currently,
“Another aspect
guished ArtistCollazo-Llo
of the residency is
in-Residence
rens is work
for the past
ing with Grand
engaging in projects
three academic
Rapids theater
and research that
years. She has
department on
involve the GVSU
taught both in
the upcoming
termediate and
March produc
community, beyond
advanced draw
tion of Helen by
ing at GVSU the art department.” producing a se
and participated
ries a video pro
NAYDA COLLAZO-LLORENS
in student re
jections for the
GVSU ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
views, critiques
performance.
and mentoring.
She is also
Com fortably
working
on
Numb serves as the third and several mapping projects.
final culminating event of her One of them will be part of
residency.
the exhibition Relational
“Another aspect of the resi Undercurrents: Contempo
dency is engaging in projects rary Art of the Caribbean
and research that involve the Archipelago, set to launch at
GVSU community, beyond the the Museum of Latin Ameri
art department” Collazo-Llo can Art in Long Beach, Cali
rens said. “I have been visiting fornia later this year.
or meeting with classes in (dif

COLLABORATION

‘Modes of representation’
GV senior art students create exhibition
BY NICOLE BOBB
NBOBB@LANTHORN.COM

Grand Valley State Uni
versity art students Danny
VanZandt and Annie Teall
have created the exhibition
Modes of Representation.
VanZandt and Teall held
a reception for their exhi
bition Thursday, Jan. 26.
The work will be on display
through Thursday, Feb. 2 in
the Padnos Gallery in the
Calder Arts Center on the
Allendale Campus.
“I would hope for it to be
intellectually stimulating,” Teall
said. “If people aren’t familiar
with some of the texts that are
integral to our work, I would
hope that people would come
out with some interest.”
VanZandt is an art history
major and Teall is a visual

studies major. VanZandt and
Teall created the exhibit by
combining their interests and
their works. VanZandt want
ed to try curating something
this year and took his interests
to the visual studies depart
ment and was then referred to
Annie and her work.
“(Annie’s) work reflects,
to me at least, some of the
same interests regarding
how when we have art, it
acts like a representation of
reality; it’s not the real thing
and it was a chance for me
with Annie to put that on
walls,” VanZandt said.
Most of Teall’s work is
two-dimensional and uses
printmaking techniques such
as woodblock prints and
inkjet printing. Some pieces
have collage elements and
many also use acrylics.

“There’s a lot of Annie’s
work where it looks like its
one subject matter, but it’s be
ing tackled in like fifty differ
ent ways,” VanZandt said.
The exhibition is in
tended to work its way
through the history of art
by using aspects from the
beginning of painting to
more modern implements
such as digital printing.
“Since I was a little kid, I’ve
always loved art and I’ve never
hung it and I’ve never curated
so it was cool to like see your
stuff on the walls in the white
space,” VanZandt said.
Looking to the future,
both VanZandt and Teall
are considering graduate
school. VanZandt hopes
to have a career writing or
teaching about art.

Show your special someone what they mean
to you by purchasing a Love Line in the
Lanthorn on February 11!
Accepting orders until Feb. 9 at noon.
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CARTER NAMED
D2FOOTBALL.COM
OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE
YEAR, TWO OTHER LAKERS
HONORED
Martayveus Carter, the run
ning back on the Grand Valley
State football team, was named
the D2Football.com Offensive
Player of the Year. Carter also
earned a spot as a First-Team
All-American. Teammate senior
defensive end Sydney Omameh
earned a Second-Team AllAmerican plaudit, and senior
center Aaron Cox earned an
honorable mention plaudit.
In his sophomore season,
Carter was a finalist for the
2016 Harlon Hill Award, which is
awarded to the top player at the
Division II level. Carter rushed
for a GVSU single-season record
1,908 yards and 20 touchdowns.
He led all of Division II in rush
ing and ranked fourth among
all NCAA football divisions. His
7.5 yards per carry also topped
Division II, earning him a pick as
consensus All-American. He also
broke the GVSU record for most
100-yard rushing games with
10 and 200-yard rushing games
with four. Carter ranks eighth in
GVSU history with 2,797 career
rushing yards, only 833 yards
behind all-time leader James
Berezik.
A key piece to Carter's suc
cess was Cox on the offensive
line. He helped an offense that
averaged 485.5 yards per game,
220.5 rushing and 265.1 passing
yards. Cox started every game
for the Lakers' offense that aver
aged 40.3 points per game.
A finalist for the Gene Upshaw
Award for top defensive player
in Division II, Omameh recorded
45 tackles, 13.5 for loss and 10.5
sacks during his senior season.
Omameh was a staple in a GVSU
defense that ranked among
GLIAC and national leaders in
almost every category.
As a team, GVSU ranked fifth
in the final D2Football.com poll.
The Lakers went undefeated in
the regular season before losing
in the Elite Eight to Ferris State.

GVSU SOFTBALL RANKED
SIXTH IN PRESEASON POLL
In the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association Preseason
Top-25 Poll, the Grand Valley
State softball team ranks sixth
before the 2017 season. The
Lakers appeared in the program's
third all-time trip to the College
World Series last season. GVSU
finished 43-13 last season and
won the Midwest Region. Head
coach Dana Callihan is returning
eight starters along with 6 other
letter-winners.
All eight teams that advanced
to the College World Series last
season are ranked among the
top-eight teams in the pre
season. Defending champion
North Alabama received all 16
first-place votes. Following North
Alabama is Humboldt State,
Armstrong State, West Texas
A&M and Sothern Arkansas to
round out the top five. The clos
est GLIAC team to the Lakers is
Wayne State at No. 10.

MONEY: Grand Valley State sophomore center Justin Greason follows through on a free throw attempt during a game earlier this season. Greason had a solid week
end, scoring 11 points with 5 rebounds in GVSU's loss to Michigan Tech, and then followed that up with 15 points in the win over Northern Michigan. GVi | LUKE holmes

Arctic tundra
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTSaLANTHORN.COM

he last time the

T

Grand Valley State
mens
basketball
team was in the Up
per Peninsula, the team bus
got hit by a snowmobile.
This time the bus trav
eled there and back un
scathed, and the Lakers
split a two-game road trip
to the UP. The Lakers fell to
the Michigan Tech Huskies

72-64 Thursday, Jan. 26 in
Houghton, Michigan. GVSU
rebounded with a 79-56 win
over the Northern Michigan
Wildcats Saturday, Jan. 28 in
Marquette, Michigan.
The two-game split
puts the Lakers’ record at
13-7 (9-4 GLIAC). They’re
in a three-way tie for sec
ond place in the confer
ence with the Huskies
(11-9, 9-4) and the Find
lay Oilers (15-5, 9-4).
The Lakers traveled to

Houghton first, though tra
ditionally the Lakers have al
ways started in Marquette.
In the first game against
the Huskies the Lak
ers were able to keep the
score close, but an average
shooting performance and
turnovers proved costly
in a game that never saw
either team’s lead higher
than 12 points. The Hus
kies had eight turnovers
to the Lakers’ 17, and shot
55.6 percent from the field

PenfnTulJ'road^rip6
(15-of-27) compared to
GVSU, who shot 40.6 per
cent (13-of-32).
The Lakers did out-re
bound the Huskies 44-32,
bolstering their third-best
GLIAC
rebounds-pergame average (38.9). Se
nior guard Luke Ryskamp
(13.7
points-per-game)
led the Lakers with 15
points—nine of which
came from the free throw
line—and seven rebounds.
Senior forward Trevin Al

exander (11.1 PPG, 8.1
RPG) had 15 points with
nine rebounds and sopho
more center Justin Grea
son added 11 points with
five boards.
The Lakers fared much
better against the Wildcats,
thanks to a fiery second half.
Though GVSU only led 2826 at halftime, the Lakers ex
ploded for 51 points on 70.4
percent shooting from the
SEE M. HOOPS | A8

W. BASKETBALL

104 LAKERS EARN GLIAC
ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS
During the 2016 fall sports
season, Grand Valley State
student-athletes combined
for 104 GLIAC All-American
and All-Excellence honors. To
be eligible, student-athletes
needed to be an active member
of the roster, not a freshman or
first-year transfer and meet the
minimum GPA requirements.
The All-Academic Team
features student-athletes
who carry a cumulative GPA
between 3.0 and 3.49 through
the 2016 fall semester. Studentathletes with a cumulative GPA
above 3.5 are eligible for the
All-Academic Excellence Team.
The men's and women’s
cross country teams combined
for 37 student-athletes who
received awards. The football
team had 31 recipients, and 17
from the women’s soccer team.
The women's tennis team added
nine recipients, and the women’s
volleyball team added 10 more.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
imHiimHmiiiimiiiiMiimmimmmiiiiiiimimiiii

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Monday, 8 p.m. vs. Ferris State
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Monday, 6 p.m. vs. Ferris State

CLUTCH: Grand Valley State forward Piper Tucker pulls up for a jump shot during a game this season. Tucker came up big time for the Lakers this weekend, making
critical plays on offense and defense to help GVSU earn a two game series split in the UP, losing to Michigan Tech but defeating Northern Michigan. GVL I EMILY FRYE

Down to the wire

GV escapes with win over Northern Michigan in two-game Upper Peninsula split
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK(cHL ANTHORN.COM

With 10 seconds remain
ing against Northern Michi
gan, the Grand Valley State
women’s basketball team
was on the brink of losing
both games in a two-game
Upper Peninsula trip after
losing 49-48 against Michi
gan Tech Thursday, Jan. 26.
With the Lakers down one
point, Northern Michigan

simply needed to dribble the
clock out and draw a foul.
The Wildcats abound
ed the ball to point guard
Bre Gaspervich, an AllGLLAC point guard last
season. Instead of fouling,
GVSU’s Piper Tucker .stole
the ball from Gaspervich
and drew an intentional
foul, giving the Lakers two
free throws and the ball
back. Tucker hit both free
throws, then made another

two on the next possession
to put the game on ice.
“I went for the foul and
(the ball) came into my
hands,” Tucker said. “I got
a lucky tip, but really it
came down to my team
mates behind me pushing
me out to that girl and al
lowing me to get that steal.”
The Inkers beat North
ern Michigan 56-53, finish
ing the game on a 6-0 run.
With the split. GVSU (14-5,

9-4 GLIAC) sits a half-game
behind Michigan Tech and
a full game behind Saginaw
Valley State for third place in
the GLIAC North Division.
In the first game of the
weekend, GVSU battled
Michigan Tech for sole pos
session of second place in
the GLIAC North. The Lak
ers and Huskies went back
and forth all game, and it
came down to the final sec
onds to decide a winner.

“It was that kind of knock
down, drag-them-out game
where possessions were at a
premium,” Williams said. “I
thought we did a good Job on
both ends of the floor. We put
ourselves in position to win.”
With less than 10 seconds
to go, the Inkers were down
a point when Tucker made
a layup with sue seconds left.
Now down a point, the Hus-

SEE W. HOOPS | A8
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Big man on campus
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPOR TS(d)LAN THORN. COM

He covers the Detroit
Red Wings, the Detroit
Tigers, occasionally the
Detroit Pistons, and at one
time, Grand Valley State
University.
His name is John Keat
ing, and he was back on
campus to speak to stu
dents about the sports
broadcasting industry and
his career this past Fri
day, Jan. 27 from 3:30 to 5
p.m. at Lake Superior Hall,
Room 174. Keating shared
advice on breaking into the
industry, personal anec
dotes and answered ques
tions from students during
the 90-minute lecture.
“My first two kids went
to Notre Dame, my third
one went to Grand Val
ley. She and I think we’re
the smart ones,” Keating
said. “When I told her I
was coming to speak to

you guys, her instant re
action—she didn’t hesi
tate a minute—was, ‘they
couldn’t find anyone else?’
“I don’t know where she
gets her biting sense of hu
mor from.”
Keating, who attended
GVSU when it was still
called Grand Valley State
College, was a broadcaster
and manager of WSRX,
GVSU’s student-run radio
station. He began school at
Oakland University in Roch
ester Michigan, but quickly
transferred to GVSU.
“I waited until my sopho
more year to muster up all
my courage to walk into the
studio at the student radio
station and squeak out, ‘I’d
like to be on the radio!’ and
five minutes later, I was do
ing the news,” he said. “At
the time, it was just a little
10-watt radio station that
barely covered more than
campus, and got out to a
couple of cows, maybe.

“But it’s like, all of a sudden,
you were a part of something.”
Keating covered news his
sophomore year, was promoted
to news director his junior year
and then station manager his
senior year. During his senior
year he began as a disc jockey at
WZZR, now WLHT in Grand
Rapids, working the midnight
to 6 a.m. shift on weekends.
When he first started
at WZZR, he and the sta
tion ran into a problem be
cause they already had an
on-air talent named John
doing broadcasts. Keating
thought he could just go
by his middle-name and be
‘John Patrick,’ but the solu
tion wasn’t so simple.
“Well the other John on
the air, his name was ‘John
Petrie,’ coincidentally,” Ke
ating said. “So the program
director looked at me and
said, ‘You are now Steve
Knight. Welcome to radio.’”
Keating, then known as
‘Steve Knight’ in the Grand

Fox Sports Detroit broadcaster and GV
alumnus John Keating speaks to students

Rapids area, used his job at
WZZR to get a job in tele
vision at Grand Rapids’
WZZM. Keating eventually
left Grand Rapids to work at
KMGH in Denver Colorado
in the mid-1980s. Keating
worked there for a decade
before eventually returning
to Michigan to work at De
troit’s PASS Sports, the pre
cursor for Fox Sports Detroit.
While working at PASS,
Keating had the opportu
nity of working with leg
endary Tigers’ play-by-play
announcer Ernie Harwell,
a personal idol of Keating’s.
Harwell passed away in
2010 after battling cancer.
“Ernie was the best,”
Keating said. “He said his
goodbye at Comerica Park,
and as he was coming off
the field, we saw each oth
er, I got a hug and that was
the last time I saw him.”
LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

LAKER EFFECT: Fox Sports Detroit's John Keating speaks to Grand
Valley State University students Friday, Jan. 27. gvl I EMILY FRYE

TRACK AND FIELD

Setting the tone
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JARVIDSON@LANTHORN.COM

Isaiah Thomas’ new record
in the long jump highlighted
a strong outing for the Grand
Valley State track and field
teams as they cruised to victo
ries at the Mike Lints Alumni
Open Saturday, Jan. 28 at the
Kelly Family Sports Center.
The men tallied 114.66
points to beat runner-up In
diana Tech (65). Tbe women
totaled 120.25 points as they
edged out GLIAC opponent
Hillsdale (83.25).
Thomas set the tone with
his 7.66-meter long jump per

formance. It is the second time
this year Thomas has set a new
GVSU record in the event. This
time he broke the 7.61-meter
mark he posted less than two
months ago. The performance
was also good for an automatic
qualifying mark, further ce
menting his place at the NCAA
Division II Indoor National
Championship meet.
“The past two weeks I’ve
been having problems with
my steps,” he said. “We moved
back three feet today on my
approach. It was more mental
than anything, but it felt good.
I’m excited and I’m steadily im
proving and getting better each

week.”
Angela Ritter also had her
self a strong day. The junior
posted first place finishes and
provisional qualifying marks
in both the 60 and 200-meter
dashes. Her 7.69-meter mark
in the prelims of the 60-meter
dash ended up being the top
mark of the day in the event
and her 24.60-second 200 blew
away any semblance of compe
tition.
“I was really happy with the
200,” she said. “Coach said that
was the fastest time I’ve ever
run in our building and for in
door that’s a pretty good time.
I was just happy with how I at
tacked the race and how I put it
together. I hadn’t run that kind
of time until late last year in in
door season, so after today I’m
really excited going forward.”
GVSU’s top men’s sprinter,
freshman Emmanuel Arop
turned in his fastest time of the
year in the 60-meter dash, fin
ishing in first place with a time
of 6.85 seconds.
On both sides of the 60-meter hurdles, GVSU ran away
from the competition. Gary
Hickman took first for the men
with his provisional mark of
8.15 seconds. For the women,
Tiara Wiggins and Breanna
Luba both finished in 8.71 sec
onds to take first and second.
In the men’s high jump,
Hunter Weeks continued a
strong season, clearing the

bar at 2.14 meters. The provi
sional mark further solidifies
his chance at reaching the na
tional meet. Hitting 2.17 me
ters would make it a certainty.
Brandon Bean also posted
a provisional mark in the
men’s high jump, clearing the
2.03-meter bar.
The men’s 4x400 relay team
earned a provisional mark,
but they did it the hard way.
Coming into the first handoff,
GVSU’s TJ Burnett and two In
diana Tech runners were neck
and neck. Neither team was
willing to give up any ground to
ensure a clean handoff. Instead,
none of the handoffs were
clean, yet no team dropped
their baton.
“Usually when someone
falls or you see a lot of jum
bling up, someone that takes
the baton falls or someone just
drops it,” Burnett said. “A lot of
people can’t handle themselves
in a collision.like that, but I feel
like we did a nice job getting the
baton through, even though it
was ugly.”
The three teams slammed
into one another, sending an
Indiana Tech runner flying.
Burnett stumbled through the
contact as he handed the ba
ton off to Thomas Capers, and
though the handoff was uncon
ventional, it never dropped and
the race continued for GVSU.
“There was a little colli
sion,” Capers said. “People were

away, and man oh man, we just
got tremendous play from the
guys off the bench.”
The usual suspects came up
big for the Lakers again. Ryskamp had 17 points, Alexander
had 12 points with 10 rebounds
and two blocks. The bench to
taled 37 points, including Greason, who had 15 points—all of
which came in the second half.
Also getting in on the action off
the bench was freshman for
ward Ben Lubitz, who scored a
career-high 13 points.
Up next, the Lakers will
make a quick turnaround for
one of the biggest games of the
season. GVSU will host the
Ferris State Bulldogs, the No.
1 ranked team in the confer
ence, Monday, Jan. 30 at 8 p.m.

at the GVSU Fieldhouse. The
game will be broadcast live on
ESPN3, along with the women’s
game at 6 p.m.
The Bulldogs, who have
won 12 straight games, have
been on a tear this season at
17-3 (11-2 GLIAC), and a
GVSU win would give the Lak
ers sole possession of second
place in the conference. FSU
is first in the GLIAC in PPG
(87.9), RPG (41) and blocksper-game (7.2). They are led by
monstrous sophomore center
Zach Hankins, who averages
14.9 PPG, 9.7 RPG and a GLIAC-best 4.4 blocks-per-game.
“(FSU wants) to play a fre
netic pace,” Wesley said. “For
us, it’s a rivalry game, it’s always
a little more emotional. It’s a big

opportunity for us, hopefully
we can recreate the energy that
we had (against NMU) and
play our best.”
The lakers, who lead the
GLIAC in field goal percent
age (49.2) and three-point field
goal percentage (39.5) are up to
the challenge.
“We’re just going to go at
them,” Alexander said. “We’re
not scared of anybody, it’s bas
ketball. (Hankins) has to guard
us, we have to guard him. We’re
going to give him everything
we got. It’s a rivalry game, so
we’re all going to be energized
up.
“My big guys are going to
go to battle, I’m going to battle
with them, we’re going to go in
that fight together.”

were faced with that same situ
ation at Northern, and we did
fight and we never gave up.”
In the first three quarters
against Northern Michigan,
the GVSU offense was stag
nant. Heading into the fourth,
the Inkers trailed by 10 points,
but that quickly changed.
“We realized the situation
of the game,” Tucker said. “We
didn’t want to go home with
two losses in the UP. It’s always
tough winning here.”
To start the quarter, GVSU
scored seven straight points to
cut the lead to three. Tucker hit
a 3-pointer along with a jumper
from Janae Langs and a layup
from Cassidy Boensch.
“We went to a more spread
out look,” Williams said. “It al

lowed us to get in the lane more
and make some decisions, ei
ther score it or pitch it back for
three. That opened things up,
especially in that fourth quar
ter.”
Tucker scored 10 points in
the quarter and filled the stat
sheet throughout the game.
She finished with 13 points, five
steals and three blocks.
“(After the third quarter),
I challenged (Tucker) and she
stepped up,” Williams said.
"She’s a competitor, she takes
challenges and she’s not afraid
to hear things she’s doing
wrong. She stepped up and was
huge.”
Ixings and Taylor Parmley
both scored game-highs with
14 points. Parmley also hauled

in a team-high five rebounds.
“It showed some resiliency
to bounce back,” Williams said.
“They didn’t let the loss to Tech
deflate them. They were really
locked in for this game.”
After the long trip to the
Upper Peninsula, the Lakers
have a quick turnaround with
three games next week. Avoid
ing two losses on the trip was a
momentum boost for the team.
“A split is a win for us,”
Tucker said. “Both really close
games, and it’s huge for our mo
mentum with Monday (against
Ferris State) and Wayne (State)
and Saginaw (Valley State) later
in the week”
GVSU will host Ferris State
Monday, Jan. 30 at 6 p.m.

HOPS: Grand Valley State junior Brandon Bean clears the bar during
the Mike Lints Alumni Open Saturday, Jan. 28. GVL I LUKE HOLMES
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field (19-of-27), along with
converting 8-of-9 from the
charity strike. At one point, the
lakers went on a 34-2 run. The
Wildcats scored only 30 points
in the second half, and shot just
30.8 percent as a team for the
entire game (20-of-65).
“I was really worried about
having enough energy on Sat
urday after a tough game on
Thursday,” said GVSU coach
Ric Wesley. “We sort of came
out and played a little lazy. Go
ing into halftime, I felt fortu
nate to be where we were. In the
second half we just had more
aggressiveness, almost right

W. HOOPS
CONTINUED FROM A7

kies called a timeout to move
the ball past half court.
The Huskies got the ball
to the game’s leading scorer
Morgan Anderson for the fi
nal possession. Anderson shot
a fade away from the baseline
that found the twine with .7
seconds left on the clock The
jumper gave Anderson a gamehigh 22 points.
For GVSU, Bailey Cairnduff
and Kayla Dawson each fin
ished with 10 points.
“Both these games we had
to grind it out,” Langs said. “We
fought really hard against Tech
and it just didn’t go our way. We

Thomas soars, Lakers
win the alumni meet
pushing each other, pushing
my back and I read (Burnett)
wrong a little bit. The main
thing was the guy kept pushing
me in the back, causing a colli
sion. A couple people fell, but I
still got the baton and ran.”
The collision caused GVSU
to fall into third place and Ca
pers ran hard to catch up. Chaz
Porter and Jaylin Golson did
the same to finish the race for
the Lakers, crossing the line
in 3:17.06. Fighting through a
near disaster to still earn a na
tional qualifying time is some
thing the relay team is proud of.
“I know once we all run to
the best of our ability, and get
our handoffs around, we’re go
ing to be dangerous,” Burnett
said.

Several GVSU throwers also
went south to Findlay, Ohio for
the Findlay Classic the same
day. Dajsha Avery earned a pro
visional mark in the women’s
shot put with her 14.67-meter
toss, while Chris Saikalis did
the same on the men’s side with
a 17.15-meter toss. Kyra Hull
earned a provisional mark as
well in the women’s weight
throw, posting a distance of
14.67 meters.
The Lakers will split up
Friday, Feb. 3 as some athletes
head to South Bend, Indiana
for the Notre Dame Meyo In
vitational, while others travel
to Hillsdale, Michigan for the
Hillsdale Wide Track Classic.

Grand Valley Journal of History
We welcome historically-based research from
smdents of all disciplines.
Submitters will receive feedback to improve their
analytical skills as they contribute to scholarly
dialogue.
Publishing in an academic journal is invaluable
experience for graduate school and the professional
world.
Visit scholarworks.gvsu.edu/gyjh for submission
guidelines and more information.

theme of the week

CRAZY
COLORS
Get excited for President’s Ball: Uncharted
Color and share your favorite colors with
us. Tag (SGVLanthorn and use #GVT0TW
for your chance to win a prize!
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Dll HOCKEY

SLAYING THE SPARTANS: Ryan Hein takes the puck down the ice during the game against the Michigan State Spartans in the Georgetown Ice Arena Friday Jan. 27. The Grand Valley State men’s Dll hockey team
dominated the Spartans early in the game, leading 6-1 by the end of the second period, with Lakers Hein and Tom Carey scoring two second period goals to give the team a comfortable lead. GVL | EMILY FRYE

Hot streak
BY ROBBIE TRIANO
RTRIANO@LANTHORN.COM

After a very successful out
ing on the road last weekend
(two wins, one tie), the Grand
Valley State club hockey team
(Division II) was welcomed
back at home to a packed
Georgetown Ice Arena against
Michigan State Friday, Jan. 27.
Although Spartans are
historically used to filled
coliseums, the Lakers took
the fight out of MSU as they
dominated from the opening
faceoff, using precise passing
and teamwork to tear up the
opposing defense in an easy,
but dominating 10-4 victory.

The night’s event included a
50/50 raffle, silent auction and
multiple prize giveaways to
raise money and awareness for
famous West Michigan hockey
official Dave Rue, who is cur
rently battling lung cancer.
The first period started
off slow as both teams came
out sloppy, but Laker Mitch
Clagget put the first goal on
the board after deking past
two defenders and the Spar
tan goalie with seven min
utes left. Two minutes later,
senior Collin Finkhouse
joined the scoring party, cre
ating an early 2-0 lead.
The Spartans finally got
on the board within the
first two minutes of the sec

ond period, but the Lakers
regained their momentum
after a shot by Tom Lusynski deflected off Tom Carey
into the Spartan net, bring
ing the score to 3-1.
By the end of the second
period, GVSU had built its
lead to 6-1 by using great
team passing in the Spartan
zone to create clear and open
shots. Goal scorers were Car
ey and Ryan Hein with two
second period goals.
The Spartan offense
managed to score three
goals, but GVSU fired back
by scoring four more goals
in a chippy final period,
bringing the score to its
final of 10-4. Third period

GV D2 hockey dominates
Michigan State 10-4
scorers were Matt Sher
man (two goals), Claggett
and Hein, who finished the
night with a hat trick.
“It was a very impres
sive offensive game from
our guys,” said GVSU coach
Mike Forbes. “We’ve really
continued to get better and
that’s what it’s all about.”
Hein was a late addition
to the Division II squad, but
with 19 points in 14 games
(10 goals, 9 assists), Forbes
has enjoyed every second of
his presence on the ice.
“He just gets better and
better each game, and his
line (consisting of Sherman
and Finkhouse) has been
playing a lot better because of

■■■

SWIM AND DIVE

it,” Forbes said. “It has been
fun watching those three play
together because they have
great chemistry and vision of
where each person is.”
From having three different
players score multiple goals
(Hein, Sherman and Claggett),
a great defensive effort to hin
der the Spartan offense, or
Laker goaltender Jared Maddock defending his ground
with 32 saves, there was not
much to complain about the
Lakers’ overall performance.
“Everybody gave their
best effort tonight,” Hein
said. “We were moving the
puck really well to find the
open man, but more impor
tantly, we were shooting the

puck a lot and going hard to
their net to get rebounds.”
As the Lakers continue on
their hot streak, Forbes has
been able to watch them dur
ing the early rough stages of
the season and see his team de
velop into the team they have
transformed into today.
“I feel really good about
this team,” Forbes said. “It’s
all about developing those
habits of what to improve on,
which we didn’t seem to care
about early on in the season.
“We’re really seeing what
our potential is now.”
GVSU (16-3-2) will take
its talents to the road this
upcoming weekend against
Southern Illinois Feb. 3 and 4.
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GV men, women.
divers take first at
Diving Invitational
BY JAKE CARROLL
JCARROLL@LANTHORN.COM

This wasn’t just any old
meet for the Grand Valley State
swim and dive team. This time,
it was just the dive team at the
GVSU Diving Invitational Fri
day, Jan 27 and Saturday Jan.
28 in the Fieldhouse Pool.
Teams represented in
cluded GVSU, Saginaw Valley
State, Hope College and Lindenwood University.
GVSU competed extremely
well with help in part to Brad
Dalrymple and Joe Gucwa
on the mens side, as well as
Kayla Marquardt and Mikayla
Karasek on the womens side.
The meet was not scored
team-by-team, but scored in
dividually. GVSU took the first
place spot in every event.
Dalrymple, the former
national champion, finished
first in the 1 -meter dive with
a final score of 488.55, and
first in the 3-meter dive with
a score of 519.20. He was the
only diver all weekend to
break 500 points per 11 dives.
Asked about his perfor
mance in the 1-meter dive,
Dalrymple wasn’t impressed
with his score.
“I could do a lot bet
ter,” Dalrymple said. “At (the
Calvin Invitational) I got
540-something, so I sort of
declined. I tried to throw some
harder dives in there today.”
Marquardt also did well
after finishing first in the
3-meter, but second in the
1-meter behind teammate
Mikayla Karasek. In the
3-meter dive she finished
with a score of 426.50, and
capped off her 1-meter dive
with a score of 406.65.
Gucwa ended the weekend
coming in second place on
both boards. On the 1 - meter he
finished with a score of 456.80,
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DIVING IN HEAD FIRST: Brad Dalrymple, former national champion, performs a dive Saturday, Jan. 28 at the Grand Valley State Diving Invitational. Divers were scored on an
individual basis, rather than as a team, where the men divers Dalrymple and Joe Gucwa and female divers Kayla Marquardt and Mikayla Karasek shined. GVL I EMILY frye

and on the 3-meter he ended
with a score of494.35.
Karasek started the week
end well on Friday, but had a
shaky day on Saturday. She fin
ished first in the 1-meter dive
with a score of 418.25. Saturday,
Karasek did not have her best
day, as she finished fifth out of
six competitors with a score of
358.60 on the 3-meter dive.
The Laker dive team was
the only team to have the lux
ury of having a meet between
their final season meet versus
Indianapolis (Saturday, Jan.
21) and the GLIAC Champi
onship meet—something the
swim team doesn’t have.
"This is a very important
meet for us,” said GVSU div
ing coach Steve Burciaga.
“We don’t get to do 11 dives
very often and this gives us
a good opportunity to make
some confidence.”

As for the swim team, they
will be training this week in
an attempt to bring home
some hardware from the GLI
AC Championship meet. The
men won the title last season,
and the women have been in
close contention for the past
few seasons, and they hope
this year is their year.
“I think these teams have
great depth,” said GVSU coach
Andy Boyce. “All the way down
to the 18th person can score
points for our team. The top
eight is where the points are
and if we can put people there,
well be in good shape.”
The men’s team is a young,
well-rounded squad with solid
veteran leadership. The wom
en’s team is more seasoned and
hungry for a GLLAC trophy.
The championship meet
will take place from Wednes
day, Feb. 8 to Saturday, Feb. 11.

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to discover
something pertaining to computers.

ODCUL

SPLASH: Joe Gucwa dives Sat
urday Jan. 28. GVL | EMILY FRYE
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Never a doubt
BY BRENDAN MCMAHON
BMCMA H0N@LA N THORN. COM

The Grand Valley State
men’s club hockey team
(Division III) swept a home
and away weekend series
against Indiana Institute of
Technology Friday, Ian. 27
and Saturday, Jan. 28.
The Lakers made the
three-hour commute to
Fort Wayne, Indiana for the
first matchup between these
two teams and came away
with a 3-2 victory. The Lak
ers won convincingly the
following night at George
town Ice Center, 6-3.
Just two points separated
these teams in the Michigan

Collegiate Hockey Confer
ence (MCHC) West Divi
sion prior to the weekend.
In the first game, the Lak
ers would take the lead early
with a goal from forward
Brody Vanderlinde just five
minutes into the first period.
“One of the biggest
things you can do on the
road is set the tone early
and build off it,” said GVSU
forward Scott Schueneman.
The Lakers’ lead did not last
long though, as Indiana Tech
would respond just four min
utes later to even the score.
After a physical first peri
od, the score remained 1-1 as
the teams went to the locker
room for intermission.
Rather than goals, it was

penalties that lit up the scoreboard in the second period.
The Lakers found their spe
cial team units stepping up
and making the difference.
“We were able to kill off
a bunch of penalties that we
shouldn’t have taken but we
were able to gain momen
tum after them,” said GVSU
forward Tyler Stoller.
Nearly the whole second
period went by without a
goal, until with just 41 sec
onds left Derek Simon sent a
pass to Stoller in the middle
of the ice where he would
put it past the Indiana Tech
goalie for the score.
The Lakers began the third
period with a 2-1 lead. Indiana
Tech planned to be the aggres

GV D3 hockey sweeps Indiana Institute
of Technology in two wire-to-wire wins
sor in the third but they were
unable to match the speed and
endurance of the Lakers.
“Puck movement helped
us all night,” Stoller said.
“We have a fast team and
moving the puck quickly
allows us not to be taken
advantage of physically.”
With 13 minutes remain
ing in the game, Schueneman
scored to extend the lead to 3-1.
Indiana Tech cut the
deficit to one with just five
minutes remaining. How
ever, that is all that goalie
Jack Lindsay and the Lakers’
defense would allow as they
went on to win the game 3-2.
Twenty-four hours later
these two teams were back
at it again, this time in the

Georgetown Ice Center.
“We wanted to come out
fast and strong, and we did
scoring right away,” said
GVSU coach Charlie Link.
Stoller and Alex Siroky
found the back of the net in
the first period making it a
2-1 lead after one period.
Indiana Tech managed
to keep it a one goal game
for half of the second peri
od before the Lakers quick
ly pulled away. Bronson
Foote scored his seventh
goal of the season making
it a 3-1 GVSU advantage.
Schueneman added another
goal as the period was coming
to a close. With just 18 seconds
left in the period, Randy Stoever made it a 5-1 game.

The Lakers never trailed
Indiana Tech at any point this
weekend and did not intend
on losing it in the final period.
“The biggest problem this
weekend was playing down to
the competition and they just
wouldn’t give up,” Link said.
Indiana Tech fought
hard in the third period,
but to no avail. The Lakers
would go on to win 6-3 and
solidify themselves a fifth
seed in the playoffs with
potential to jump all the
way up to the three seed
with two games to go.
The Lakers will finish up
the regular season against
Adrian College, Saturday,
Feb. 4 and Sunday, Feb. 5.

BEST FOOT FORWARD: Junior Tyler Stoller presses forward against Saginaw Valley State Monday. Nov. 7, 2016. In a home and away weekend series, the Grand Valley State men's Dill hockey team were victori
ous in both games against Indiana Institute of Technology, winning their away game Friday, Jan. 27, 3-2 and coming home to handily win 6-3 Saturday, Jan. 28 at the Georgetown Ice Center. GVL I Emily frye
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

LAKER EXCHANGE

some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange(a)lanthom.com

OR CALL

616 331-2460
-

Announcements

Announcements

-------L—-

Looking for a female
subleaser for Winter 2017
semester in a 4 bedroom
Style E in Meadows
Crossing.
Rent is $469/month and I will
pay the first month. The
apartment is shared with
3 other female roommates.
Lease goes until July 2017.
Email
godlewj@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information!

6001 corr ave ne,
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml
COLLEGE NIGHT<

Hi guys! I am looking for a
subleaser for this upcoming
semester. The apartment is
in Meadows, it is located
very close to the bus stop,
has a garage, laundry room,
pantry, kitchen, large living
room and of course your
room with a bathroom
connected (including extra
storage space and a bath
tub in the bathroom). There
are 3 other girls that live
there. There is also free gym
and pool/hot tub services as
well as free tanning. I would
give January and February
to you free of charge! But
the monthly payment after
that would be $509 not
including utilities which is
usually between $30-$40.
Contact me with any
questions, my number is
248-765-8704. Thank you!

SATURDAYS
10 PM-12 AM

Looking for a subleaser for
my Copper Beech lease
from winter till the end of the
lease in the summer
I have a 4 bedroom, 4 1/2
bathroom townhome Rent
is 437 a month without
utilities (electric) and
includes water. I currently
live with two guys and a girl.
My apartment is across from
the basketball court, close to
guest parking. Looking for
someone ASAP!
Please email me at
jimenezd@mail.gvsu edu

I need someone to take over
my lease in Meadows above
Mully's! Rent is $465 a
month and around $25 in
house bills. You will have
your own room
and bathroom with a
bathtub!
Included: parking, gym, pool,
hot tub, volleyball
and basketball courts.
Contact
deboards@mail gvsu edu if
interested.

ANSWERS

TO
PUZZLES

Roommate wanted for 2
bedroom downtown loft. 235
Division. 350 a month. 50
more or less for bills.
Contact me at
clarkmat@mail.gvsu.edu for
more info.
Looking for a sub-leaser for
the 2017/2018 school year
at Enclave. Rent is $558 a
month for everything
including electric, it is a 4
bed/4.5 bath townhouse! It is
a 12 month lease, but I am
willing to pay for
the summer months if
needed. Please contact me
at resnickg@mail.gvsu.edu if
interested! •

Downtown home with 2
empty rooms! looking for a
student to sublease, big
house, 5 bedrooms, 2.5
bath. Dog friendly! Fenced
backyard, 2 car garage,
private parking. Gas,
cooking, and heat. $420/ per
month w/ utilities!
Call 517-375-6089

Looking for a roommate for
January-May 2017. House is
located on the NE side of
GR, less than 10 minutes
away from Pew campus.
$400/month flat, utilities
included. No formal lease to
sign, no deposit required
Contact me at
(616)901-2355 or
ludtker@mail gvsu edu.

The Barbara H. Padnos
International Scholars
program provides
scholarships for year long
study abroad
programs.
Students are expected to
engage in serious study for
an extended period of time
(minimum 9 months) in an
approved study abroad
program. Preference for the
largest award will be given to
qualified applicants who plan
to be abroad longer than 10
months.

Leasing a Leonard Street
Apartment. Two bedroom,
renovations just completed
Next to Shakedown Street
and just down the street
from the news Breweries
and Distilleries. Great
neighborhood and very
convenient for going to
GVSU. Contact
Patrick @ mohneyrealtor. com
if you're interested

For over 25 years of service
Brian’s Books
has GUARANTEED lower
GVSU textbook prices than
our on-campus competition.
DARE TO COMPARE! We
offer delayed billing for
GVSU financial aid students!
We have MORE GVSU
textbooks than ever,
awesome GVSU clothing
selection and all the
supplies that you will need.

Grand Rapids’ brand new
music venue, 20 Monroe
Live opens February 1!
Located downtown next to
The B O B. See the full
concert calendar at
www.20MonroeLive.com.

Peppino's Pizza located
5065 Lake Michigan Dr.
offers lots of great food,
including a $6.95 1 item
pizza if you show your
college ID! Call them today
for more information
616-895-1615

www.p*ppinospizza com

Employment

Check out the Tripp Lake
Camp job application online,
and apply to be a part of our
staff for summer 2017!
Apply online
at www.tripplakecamp.com.

Show that special someone
some love by purchasing a
love line in the Lanthorn on
February 11th for $15 or
double the size for an extra
$5. Accepting orders until
Feb. 9 @ noon. Contact
advertising@lanthorn.com or
visit our office 0051 lower
level of Kirkhof.

Work on Mackinac Island
This Summer - Make
lifelong friends. The Island
House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are seeking
help in all areas: Front Desk,
Bell Staff, Wait Staff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Dorm Housing, bonus, and
discounted meals.
(906) 847-7196.
www theislandhouse.com
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